TESTER SayS...
These are a bit of a compromise
rather than the best of both worlds.
If your rides involve steep muddy
sections, but you like the
performance of a race slipper,
consider them. Power transfer’s good, as is
ventilation and fit. But without the metal
strap clip, and with more stability from the
upper, these could be excellent
trail adventure shoes. Tom

Park PZt2 Pizza tool £18
★★★★★

If your dedication to bikes is only
matched by your enthusiasm for
post-ride pizza, this will make you
deeply happy. It’s easy to hold and
in true bike industry style, the cutting
wheel is now bigger for easy rollover
on overdone crusts and technically
demanding toppings.
www.madison.co.uk

nectar hydro tabs £7
★★★★★

These tablets simply drop into your
bottle or pack bladder to add five
essential salts to help prevent cramp
and keep you hydrated, though there’s
no real energy content to fuel you.
Unlike some rivals the taste is very
palatable and don’t leave any scummy,
hard-to-clean residue.
www.forgoodnessshakes.com

Lezyne SV10 multitool £35
★★★★★

Shiny best describes the SV10 multitool.
With 10 tools it’s also pretty useful, and
makes most trailside repairs possible.
Despite being shoved in wet packs and
pockets it’s retained its shine, which is
good as the faux-leather shroud comes
off easily and gets lost in the black hole
that is your pack.
www.upgradebikes.co.uk
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Pearl izumi X-Project 1.0 shoes £230
A super-stiff race shoe, with some hike-a-bike friendly flex

T

op-end race shoes tend
to have stiff soles to
transfer that valuable
energy from your legs
to the pedals, but
this stiffness makes walking,
especially on loose or slippery
steep terrain, more difficult.
Pearl Izumi has created a shoe
that combines a stiff carbon sole
with a patent-pending carbon
plate towards the toe – this is
there to give a little bit of flex to
help off-the-bike scrambles up
slippery slopes.
While a truly flexible sole will
almost always give that extra bit
of grip, when it gets steep the
flex does give a bit more traction.
Add a couple of studs and grassy
or muddy banks are far easier to
scurry up than they would be in
a full race shoe.

When it comes to power
transfer, the carbon sole offers
plenty of stiffness; it’s not quite
up there with the stiffest, but
it’s still more than enough for
most people. The only thing we’d
like is a little more support from
the upper, and some extra arch
support too.
The rubber tread gives loads
of grip in soft conditions, and
there’s an X-shaped section
under the mid-sole, which
provides grip when clambering
over pointy rocks.
The upper is a well-vented,
light affair. The mesh sections
are bonded to more durable
materials, while the toe benefits
from extra protection via a
decent toe box. Lastly, EVA foam
in the heel absorbs some of the
shocks from walking.

Your feet are secured with
two low-profile Velcro straps
and a ratchet strap angled at 25
degrees, which is said to follow
your foot’s anatomical shape.
The ratchet strap has a wide
padded top section that spreads
pressure evenly, and it all gives
a comfortable fit.
The main strap fixes to the
shoe with a metal clip, giving
a little adjustment – however,
we found that unless you have
a perfect pedalling action, the
metal clip catches on your cranks
with annoying regularity. Tom
www.madison.co.uk

★★★★★

“A racy shoe with added trailfriendliness. The clip is a niggle, though.”

alSO cOnSidER…

Specialized Rime £140

Specialized has added a racy upper,
with BOA and Velcro retention to a
chunky Vibram sole for great
walking grip.
www.specialized.com

bont Vapour Xc £225

Heat mouldable, tub-style carbon
sole that offers great power transfer.
The lovely finish doesn’t stay perfect
for long though.
www.saddleback.co.uk

Shimano AM41 £85

These are protective flat-pedal
performers with a sole grippy
enough for both on and off-bike use.
The lace cover is a work of genius.
www.madison.co.uk

